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The Golden Dome School is a nomadic mystery school dedicated 
to studying the triangulation between art, science, and spirit for the 
advancement of planetary consciousness. Eliza Swann founded the 
Golden Dome School in 2013 to generate a co-creative environment 
of experimental pedagogy that fosters community, collaboration, 
feedback, close living, and the collapse of boundaries between 
life and art. The following is a transcript of an ongoing dialogue 
taking place between the female leaders, healers, and visionaries 
that facilitate The Golden Dome School’s work. In engaging with 
our own journeys into the uncharted terrain of the female mystic, 
we make accessible our capacity for giving artistic and spiritual 
authority to ourselves. This conversation is a celebration of our 
integrated identities as women, artists, seers, and healers as we offer 
ourselves power and transcendence in a patriarchal spiritual world 
which does not readily give us agency, and an art world which 
does not readily give us place. Participating artists in this dialogue 
are Genevieve Belleveau, Grace Kredell, Linda Mary Montano,  
Eliza Swann, and Monica Uszerowicz. This content was 
originally released through The Golden Dome School as the zine  
MIRRORS AT MIDNIGHT.

with Genevieve Belleveau, Grace Kredell, 
Linda Mary Montano, Eliza Swann,  

and Monica Uszerowicz  
of The Golden Dome School

MIRRORS AT MIDNIGHT



ELIZA: The Golden Dome School 
and all of its participants are deeply 
invested in learning to take better 
care of  “Spaceship Earth” and its 
inhabitants by discovering more 
sustainable methods for living 
through consciousness, community, 
and creative practice. So I’ll start 
the conversation off by asking all of 
you about your personal connection 
to consciousness practices and art 
making. Linda, the work you did 
at the New Museum in the 1980s 
with your “Seven Years of Living 
Art” and “Art/Life Counseling” 
has been so influential for us. 
Can you describe what you were 
doing at the New Museum with 
healing and art, and how your 
process has changed since then? 

LINDA: I was living upstate in 
Kingston, NY when I conceived 
of  “Seven Years of Living Art”— I 
thought I might not go to the city 
very often and that I would get 
isolated, lonely, and stale. A trip 
to the city once a month would 
invigorate me so I made an art 
piece to give me what I needed. 
This was always my process— if 
I needed something I found a 
way to make art to give “it” to me.

The then-curator of the New 
Museum, Marcia Tucker, who was 
a visionary and a brave and smart 
woman, offered me a room in her 
museum for seven years! I was able to 
make an installation there consisting 
of a round table and two chairs. To 
get into the room, you came up three 
steps and entered a raised platform, 
about 5 feet wide and 7 feet deep. 
Large windows covered the outside 
wall and there was just enough space 
to fit two people in there. It was  
vertigo-making.

At that time I was deep in my Yoga 
practices and not steeped in my 
current Catholic theological bans on 
tarot, palm, and psychic readings. 
I happily, easily, and without 
training offered all three of these 
things in that performance, once a 
month for seven years, and called 
it ART/LIFE COUNSELING. It was 
about proximity and closeness and 
intimacy and the community of 
one-to-one via art. It was the art of 
person to person, the art of no object, 
the art of energy as art. I had a salt 
shaker on the table and would say, 
“Take this experience with a grain 
of salt,” hoping that nobody would 
take me too seriously or sue me. But 
of course some did take me seriously 
and were helped by what I did and 
said, and some came back monthly 
for stock market updates, marriage 
questions and the typical psychic 
reading “should I's.” That is, should I 
move to so and so?  Should I marry 
so and so? Should I forgive? I had 
the balls and hubris and belief in my 
process and answered all questions 
without shyness or a higher degree 
in “How to Read Palms 101.” 

I would take people’s hands, look 
at their palms, and the faucet of 
some unknown and untaught 
“knowledge” would begin to pour 
out of my mouth. This performance 
gave me back the power I had 
given away to the patriarchy and 
now I became the priest via art.

Many magical and some frightening 
things happened there. Once a small 
boy brought his Russian mother into 
the room, he was translating for her, 
and they later reported that whatever 
I said or did that day saved her from 
committing suicide. Another time 
a man came into the room which 

was doorless but very private and 
in the back of the Museum so 
sometimes nobody was around. 
He had a knife and threatened 
to kill me. I am still here. The 
memory of the details escapes me. 
Let’s jump ahead to the late 90s 
and my return to a version of 
Catholicism that edits my abilities 
and my psychic gifts. That is, I don’t 
read palms or do tarot anymore 
but I do healings now and call 
them “Angel Clearings” and ART/
LIFE COUNSELING. Same thing, 
different label. To this day, when I 
sneak a peek at an extraordinary 
palm, I almost burst, wanting to 
tell the person the story in their 
hand! Instead I just tell myself.

ELIZA: I work as a clairvoyant 
and tarot reader, and your ART/
LIFE COUNSELING paved the way 
for me to see that as art. During a 
clairvoyant session I sit in a chair 
with my eyes closed and recite 
myths and jokes, letting the dialogue 
come spontaneously— sometimes I’ll 
stand on my head, or ask the client 
to re-enact their birth— whatever 

comes through! My visitors and I get 
to touch Mystery together. We let the 
symbolic and the ecstatic flood our 
bodies for the purpose of reaching 
total consciousness. I tell everyone 
who comes to see me for clairvoyant 
counsel that healing happens in 
the holy theater of instant grace. 
It’s the alchemical fire, the desire to 
transform and to really be present 
with that transformation, that does 
it. By walking into the fire we learn 
to take responsibility for our birth, 
our lives, and our death. Of course 
when people pay you for your 
services, expectations and dollar 
amounts can make for a tangled 
exchange. I’ve worked toward 
becoming clearer about what it 
means to “purchase” ecstatic space 
by creating a verbal contract with 
my clients to cultivate real presence 
together as the main purpose of 
our work. In this way we create 
real presence for the planet. Part of 
the “problem” always seems to root 
back to a discomfort with being here 
right now, and part of my work is to 
hold us here, in the present, right in   
the eye of the Mystery. 



GRACE: “How do I want to see my 
spiritual practice valued?” is a related 
question I’ve really struggled to 
answer for myself. As someone who 
has been encouraged to go into a 
business practice where I attempt to 
profit from “spiritual gifts”—  some 
sort of public demonstration of live, 
witnessable spirituality— I have beat 
myself up constantly over how and 
why I might ask for compensation 
for this ability or sensitivity, especially 
as I surrender more to this path 
and whatever it demands of me.  
I have not wanted to establish a for-
profit spiritual healing practice because 
I’ve felt alienated by some spiritual 
practitioners who are engaged in 
capitalist modes of spiritual-meaning 
production. “What is the purpose and 
intention behind the spiritual messages 
you are communicating?” is a question 
I telepath everywhere. 

Sign up for six-week spiritual  
success academy! 

I can’t get down with “spiritual” 
ideals that are in place for privatized, 
corporatized purposes and end 
games. Or spiritual practices that 
encourage the association of material 
reward as the result of “successful” 
spiritual practice. Why are such 
uniform messages delivered to such 
varied seekers? There’s also the blame 
and guilt people feel in such reward 
systems. GODDAMNED YOU and 
your negative thoughts and belief 
pattern-systems that are holding you 
back from a more centered, confident 
performance in the rat race!!! 

As an Intuitive, I would like to 
testify that the sore spots I see 
in other emotional bodies often 
transcend individual responsibility 
for healing. Feeling into the places 
we are collectively suffering, 
I shout to the wind, the stars, 
other galaxies, anyone listening 
really: “WE need to work on this!” 
 
So, ideally I would like to be 
employed in routing money (which 
I view as energy exchange) towards 
our collective healing in more 
systemic ways versus as a spiritual 
practitioner charging individuals one 
by one for spiritual healing sessions.  
 
As “elected” trustees of human and 
planetary life, I would also like to 
point my finger at governments and 
political regimes (conglomerations 
of $$$power) to demand that 
they accept responsibility for the 
spiritual harm they(‘ve) inflict(ed) on 
beings by their collective-practice/
performance of “power,” “authority” 
and “rulership.” Ultimately, I have a 
deep wish for collective governing 
forces to hash out new ways to 
implement the “surety” of wellness 
for the interconnected non-human 
and human subjects of Planet Earth.  
 
Because I feel this way, my spiritual 
practice has always gone hand in 
hand with what you might call 
political or community-organizing 
work, another role/calling where 
money/compensation can feel beside 
the point. And yet, the people engaged 
in this work must be taken care of!?  

Let’s do some brainstorming, ehhhhhh?



ELIZA: Monica, I want to reflect on your 
process here. There is so much honesty 
and compassion in your life and art. At the 
“High Priestess” gathering you mentioned 
wanting to address institutionalized racism. 
I was wondering how you might address 
that in your life and art? Do you have any 
thoughts on compassionate activism? 
What are you working on these days? 

MONICA: I am responding to these 
questions in the midst of the Freddie Gray 
riots in Baltimore. Understanding how I 
might, in my own life, address the issue of 
institutionalized racism feels tricky. It is the 
belief of some spiritual communities that 
issues like the Freddie Gray incident can 
be resolved through quiet protest and that, 
more broadly, if you come from the heart, 
you can achieve anything. I am a pacifist by 
nature, but to project such ideologies on to 
situations like these is— while idealistically 
well intentioned— very limiting. It can 
invalidate the plight that pushes people to 
riot in the first place. Many people— not 
all!— who suggest these solutions have never 
been subjected to the kind of economic 
despair or social injustice that these rioters 
experience on a daily basis. Of course I am 
not promoting violence, I am speaking more 
to the act of rioting: destroying businesses, 
the anger that comes from real oppression.

More generally I think there is a lot of 
privilege— usually light-skinned privilege, 
but also other sorts— associated with 
spiritual movements and with “green” 
movements in this country. These 
movements can appropriate without 
acknowledging the cultural history of some 
of the ritualistic practices employed. There 
is an unchecked presumptuousness that 
occurs when someone tells you that you can 
“manifest anything” with your intention, 
especially if you’ve been systematically 
oppressed. There is so much missing from 
a conversation about the need to overcome 

patriarchy, unify as women, and restore the 
Goddess, if we don’t talk about the differences 
groups of women are forced to face. My 
brown-and-black-skinned girlfriends and 
I all fear for our future daughters born into 
rape culture, and into a world where feminine 
agency is seen as a threat— they also have 
to worry about how an inherently racist 
culture will hurt or even kill our children. 

All of this concerns, worries, and sometimes 
angers me, but I am unsure of how to address 
it in my artistic practice. I think checking one’s 
own privilege is an enormous responsibility 
and I try to do it, making a conscious effort 
to recognize that the activities in which I 
engage and the spiritual beliefs I have might 
be exclusive. At this moment in time, I want 
to make sure I am asking the right kinds of 
questions. In our effort to heal the planet, 
how can we make sure we are inclusive? If 
we are developing healing practices, in what 
ways can we extend them so they’re not 
designed for a specific socioeconomic class? 
How can we talk about the fact that we are 
all one without subverting our very real 
differences, and the ways our communities 
and government treat us due to these 
differences? Can we ultimately speak from 
a place of peace but remain understanding 
about why dissent exists? And isn’t the 
understanding of this an act of compassion? 
Given the patriarchal and binary nature of 
language, how can we talk? We need to talk. 

Linda, I have been re-reading your conversation 
with Eliza for BOMB magazine. You both 
mention the idea of intention and using the 
self— more specifically, the self as represented 
by the body— as a catalyst for renewal and 
change. I know you have also worked with 
what you call  “creative schizophrenia.” 
becoming other people within your own 
body, and then later practicing meditation to 
get out of your body. I would refer to creative 
schizophrenia as a kind of spiritual practice, 
especially because it involves transformation. 



LINDA: I sat in front of a video camera for a year in 1975. I talked to 
the camera as different people, all successful, all women, all wild, all 
somewhat wacky and ironical. Why? I was in a very compromised 
emotional situation and completely unable to deal with it rationally so 
I dealt with it the only way I knew how— by getting out of my mind 
because I was out of my mind! I became other people as art. This was 
smart, I must say, and transformative because I kept at it and as another 
big emotional crisis occurred, I started performing as “real” instead of 
“imaginary” people. Mother Theresa, Paul McMahon, Bob Dylan and 
Hillary Clinton. I see it as a way to practice being the “flesh-me” and a way 
to prepare to let go of me via death. It works for me theologically because 
from the point of view of all spiritual teachings, we are one and everything. 
So, actually, I am preparing through my art to experience that ONE! 

MONICA: At the Golden Dome, we talked a bit about the need for 
humanity to recognize that we are not separate from nature. Separating 
from nature means we both unrealistically deify and also completely 
obliterate it, never acknowledging that we, too, are part of its cycles. 

Our very human ability to create institutions like mega-surveillance 
and digital avatars of ourselves and the World Wide Web increases our 
overall connectedness to each other, our understanding that we’re part of 
a large network of humans. Do you think this is a good way to recognize 
ourselves as part of the “IRL” world, the natural world? In a fast-paced 
world that can sometimes take place almost exclusively online, is this 
kind of constant connection a dangerous thing, or can it be beneficial? 
How do we recognize that we’re part of an ecosystem without logging off? 
 
GENEVIEVE: The internet is a naturally occurring matrix, a human 
version of mycological consciousness. I think that we should be embracing 
the advances in technology and matrices with intelligent curiosity and 
intentional wakefulness. It is a tricky system, because it can be easier to be 
lulled by the stream of click bait and buzz-feed indulgence than to actively 
seek true connection and soul evolution through the glut of information 
we upload. Spending time examining nature can really compliment our 
time spent online as her rhythms, patterns, and expressions are perfectly 
mirrored in the networks and activities of the human species in our 
cybernetic macro-sphere. I personally believe that intermittently logging 
off and reconnecting with your favorite facets of nature—friendship, 
trees, rivers, sunshine, waves, babies, whatever— can inform our use of 
the internet, allowing it to become a kind of place of worship and ecstatic 
agora for human communion.



MONICA: Eliza, we discussed at 
the last Golden Dome ways to find 
ritualistic magic in the mundane or 
everyday, and also how to deal with 
the sacred in our own artistic practices. 
I’m curious about how we can continue 
to acknowledge the magic in the 
mundane, and continue to unify art-
making and spirituality, in spite of both 
art-world and daily-life practicalities. 
As a healer, an artist, and someone 
who just lives in the real world, how 
do you deal with desacralization in 
general? What are your thoughts on 
the re-enchantment of life and of art? 
What are your thoughts on dissolving 
the inherent structures and binaries 
that are sometimes necessary, but 
also really separatist and problematic? 

ELIZA: In order to dissolve the 
boundaries between life and art you 
must make a vow to not push any 
aspect of your experience away, no 
matter how unpleasant it is. I think a 
lot about shit these days. Where it goes 
and how it could be used to fertilize 
more soil instead of poisoning our 
water. I’m reading a lot of articles about 
Nance Klehm’s “Humble Pile” project, 
researching composting toilets, and 
looking to build an artist-feeding garden 
out of artist-made shit, and in this way 
shit becomes my art-sustaining food 
and life. We did that great workshop at 
The Golden Dome with Linda Montano 
about the psychological implications of 
learning to shit in a toilet. When you 
are wakeful and willing to look directly 
at all facets of your life, disenchantment 
isn’t possible. It’s all equally interesting 
and requires an artful response.  
Linda Montano’s practice of  “creative 
schizophrenia” also speaks to this 
question. We are all and everything. 
 

I think often of this passage from the 
Corpus Hermeticum: 
 
“Think that you are present everywhere: 
in the sea, on earth and in heaven; think 
that you were never born and that you 
are still in the embryonic state: young 
and old, dead and in the hereafter. 
Understand everything at the same time: 
time, place, things: quality and quantity.” 

When you are sweeping your house 
visualize a sweeping of your internal 
world, visualize yourself as the broom, 
visualize yourself as the dust, come 
back into your body, become the dirt 
again, bring your attention to the 
wind. The story of the Tarot begins 
with the Fool, the heyoka, the sacred 
clown. We are here to play! Play with 
perspectives, play with rules and roles, 
play with your perceptions, use humor 
to create dissonance and commotion 
so that walls are freed to collapse into 
laughter. We must become something 
that has the power to perpetually 
overcome itself— the sacred clown has 
this power. This play is re-enchantment. 
Spiral narratives, shifting perspectives,  
movement, building, overcoming, and 
play.   

We were talking about the Egyptian 
goddess Maat the other day. Maat 
regulates the movements of the stars 
and seasons and prevents the universe 
from devolving into chaos. Maat deals 
with the weighing of souls at the 
moment of death. She puts your heart-
soul on a scale, and if it is light enough 
to be in balance with her feather you 
will reach paradise safely— if it’s too 
heavy you get eaten by a hippo demon. 
Isn’t it profound that lightness of heart 
is the key to paradise? That chaos is held 

in check by a feather? Tune in to the cosmic giggle.  

Stories also help. What is your Creation myth? How 
did the Universe get started, and how does your story 
of this beginning influence the way you make art? 
 
GRACE: I immediately picture a space that can 
contract into a single flame or ball of fire. Radiating 
is everything in creation. Shifting, parallel shapes all 
in touch with this flame-point-molten-lava-heart-
beat. It’s a thinking feeling heart-based reality or 
central organ. Where did this original energy come 
from? This spark of pulsating-ness? I don’t know! 
But I can feel into this joyous, exploding-expanding 
desire of that energy to project and contract and 
burst forth into new meanings. Dark meanings. Light 
meanings. So many shades! It’s beautiful. Rainbows 
beyond Rainbows beyond Rainbows. Prisming.  

In our eternal state of trans, we are most 
interconnected in our invisible parts. Can a 
belly button give birth to itself? Riddle me this. 
 
Sometimes, I also picture a reality that exists like 
Russian Dolls—containers within containers, but 
with fluid versus hard material boundaries. Sentient, 
undulating information-dense layers containing 
many characters within larger characters— mythic 
or archetypal forces. We look at Russian Dolls and 
we see the multiple and the individual at once. 
Much can be hidden within one identifying shape.  
At its core, I see this reality as a creative space, and 
I truly believe that any movements or form-takings/
leavings are contingent upon the shape, status, and 
health of the unfolding collective agreements within 
our shared mythic reality. What story lines are we 
agreeing to at any time? 

It’s my feeling that our collective and individual 
directionings depend on every being’s thought-
feeling response to the implicit question of  “Where 
are we going?” Our consciousness asks us this 
constantly and we relay, relay, relay with all kinds of 
information on many different levels. We signal and 
transmute. Sometimes quite unconsciously. 



As an Intuitive “psychic," it is second nature for me to tune into 
floating patterns and currents— available energy. The artist-writer in 
me wants to organize these energies into story-picture-shapes. What 
is possible to story-tell based on what I’m seeing/feeling/reading/
connecting with? What can I push? What needs to be birthed by me? 
How can I better make myself the kind of key that will open the next 
door I want to enter?

Everything that I seek to create in the context of my aggressive 
faith-based art and writing practice is corded to the feeling of 
being truly and meaningfully connected to others and thus being 
concerned on some level with everyone’s “health-care” which I view 
as “heart-care.” What is the health of our heart-based collective 
creative energy? My creation myth has me thinking-feeling 
into this constantly. Overall, I feel very responsible as a creator!  

MONICA: Cosmos was smooth cold empty black. It was never 
nothing, because to contain all of these qualities is to contain the 
concept of magnitude itself. A soft glow, warm like flesh, shivered in 
the cold, shook in the perfect center of this perfect space until it broke 
off from itself and became two vibrating, pulsing, ethereal lights. The 
light viewed itself and loved itself; the two saw each other and loved 
each other. It was single and it was dual and both of these were real. 
They moved toward each other, sometimes merging again, then 
away, dancing a slow dance across the sky, a romantic stardust waltz 
between worlds. This languid dance stirred Cosmos, and sparked 
the heat that comes with movement: a tingling, pushy heat. It lit 
aglow the corners of space, formed more bodies, created pressure 
and gravity and molten mountains. Everything was imperceptible, 
heavy and unhurried— not laborious, but slow, peaceful, and sure; 
rocks, moons, planets, all of it slow-burning into existence as the two 
lights began to melt in the heat, their eventual dissolve mirroring the 
creation happening around them.

There is so much power in the simple unfolding of things, in the 
romance of observation and unity. I like to think of the small being 
large and the large being influenced, always, by the small. I do not 
know how directly this translates into the way I make art, but I 
observe everything with a great deal of love, and I hope that this 
tenderness, this immense gratitude, is translated.

Sometimes I like to think of the Kiowa Apache creation myth that 
the Universe expanded into being through the kicking of a ball, too. 
This is an over-simplification of the story, but creation through play 
is beautiful. u
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